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Friends Quiz 22

1. Who are the nap buddies?

2. What playful habit of Katie's does Joey not care for?

3. How many steps are in Joey's routine with the ladies?

4. Rachel's bank calls her to discuss unusual activity on her credit card. What is it?

5. What do the gang do for the last time before Monica and Chandler move?

6. What does Chandler ask Monica if he can have, that Joey was surprisingly strict about?

7. What were Joey and Monica doing in his dream, leading him to think he's in love with her?

8. What is Jack Geller drinking whilst Phoebe is fantasising about his strong hands?

9. What is Ross' ultimate fantasy?

10. What does Rachel buy that she's wanted since she was a little girl, but isn't sure if Monica is going
to like?

11. What does Danny do with his sister that proves the final straw for Rachel?

12. After surprising Chandler in his Tulsa hotel room, what does Monica begin to think that he really
likes?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Joey and Ross
2. She punches him when she is happy
3. Six
4. She hasn't used it for weeks
5. They go for one last coffee
6. A gumball machine

7. A crossword puzzle
8. A can of condensed milk
9. A famous princess in her gold bikini
10. A sphinx cat
11. Takes a bath with her
12. Sharks
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